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Aiming to improve heteronuclear spin decoupling efficiency in NMR spectroscopy of solids and liquid
crystals, we have modified the original Small Phase Incremental ALteration (SPINAL) sequence by incor-
porating a frequency sweep into it. For the resulting sequence, termed SWf-SPINAL, the decoupling per-
formance of a large number of sweep variants was explored by both numerical simulations and NMR
experiments. It is found that introducing a frequency sweep generally increases both the ‘on-resonance’
decoupling performance and the robustness towards parameter offsets compared to the original SPINAL
sequence. This validates the concept of extending the range of efficient decoupling by introducing fre-
quency sweeps, which was recently suggested in the context of the frequency-swept SWf-TPPM method.
The sequence found to be best performing among the SWf-SPINAL variants consists of fully swept 16
pulse pairs and is designated SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32. Its good decoupling performance for rigid spin sys-
tems is confirmed by numerical simulations and also experimentally, by evaluating the CH2 resonance
of a powder sample of L-tyrosine under MAS. For moderate MAS frequencies, the new sequence matches
the decoupling achieved with SWf-TPPM, and outperforms all other tested sequences, including TPPM
and SPINAL-64. SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32 also shows excellent decoupling characteristics for liquid crystalline
systems, as exemplified by experiments on the 5CB liquid crystal.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In solid-state NMR spectroscopy of rare spins such as 13C, heter-
onuclear spin decoupling [1–3] along with magic angle spinning
[4] is routinely used to improve spectral resolution in the presence
of abundant spin such as 1H. Spin decoupling in solid-state NMR is
especially demanding because, in rigid solids, spin–spin interac-
tions are much stronger than in solution. In the case of solids,
the continuous wave (CW) method does not perform efficiently.
To improve the efficiency of heteronuclear dipolar decoupling,
many composite pulse sequences have been suggested [5–23].

In 1995, Bennett et al. [5] proposed the Two Pulse Phase Mod-
ulation (TPPM) method, which strongly outperformed CW decou-
pling and subsequently became a routine method for dipolar
decoupling in solids. In 2000, Fung et al. [6] introduced the Small
Phase Incremental ALteration (SPINAL) sequence, which improved
upon the performance of TPPM. In the area of oriented media, the
application of efficient spin decoupling is especially important.
Thus, NMR of liquid crystalline [24] and membrane systems
[25,26] benefits from the resolution improvements that may be
gained from high-performance proton decoupling. SPINAL was ini-
tially intended for liquid crystalline systems, but showed good
ll rights reserved.
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efficiency also for rigid solid materials [6–8]. The TPPM sequence
has a basic building block of two pulses with alternating phases
s(+/)s(�/), where s is the pulse duration with a flip angle usually
between 160� and 180�, and / is the phase angle. The super-cycled
SPINAL-64 has the form Q �Q �QQ �QQQ �Q , and employs two additional
phase increments (a and b), with Q having the specific structure
s(+/)s(�/)s(/+a)s(�/� a)s(/+b)s(�/� b)s(/+a)s(�/�a). For SPINAL-64, the
flip angle remains similar to that of TPPM, and the most efficient
phase increments usually are a = 5� and b = 10�. Other composite
pulse sequences for decoupling include a rotor-synchronized
decoupling method called X-inverse-X (XiX) [9], which has a basic
unit of two 180� phase shifted pulses. XiX is known to be more effi-
cient at high spinning speeds [9], and so is the recently suggested
PISSARRO technique [10]. Recently, there has been interest in
decoupling techniques working well under ultrafast MAS, and/or
low RF power conditions [9–12]. In this article, we explore decou-
pling efficiency only for moderate spinning speeds (up to 14 kHz),
where the overwhelming majority of routine measurements is still
being done. Therefore, decoupling sequences specifically designed
for fast and ultrafast MAS conditions, such as XiX and PISSARRO are
not being considered here. In addition to the above-mentioned
techniques for heteronuclear spin decoupling, a series of rotor-syn-
chronized, symmetry-based decoupling schemes such as C12�1

2

[13] were advanced, followed by their adiabatic versions [14]. Also,
the introduction of continuous phase changes into a TPPM
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sequence was suggested by Paëpe et al., to form a Cosine Modu-
lated (CM) sequence [15]. An extensive theoretical analysis of
decoupling sequences of the TPPM type with constant pulse dura-
tions (including CW and XiX as limiting cases for the phases angles
0� and 180�) has recently been given by Ernst and co-workers [16].

In contrast to the phase-modulated sequences with constant
pulse durations [5–16], the SWf-TPPM decoupling sequence [17–
23] incorporates a frequency sweep (hence’SWf’) by using a well-
defined pulse duration increment. SWf-TPPM is found to outper-
form both TPPM and SPINAL by a small, but consistent margin,
and shows improved robustness to the decoupling parameters like
frequency offsets and phase angles. This was demonstrated for a
variety of systems such as organic solids [17], liquid crystals [18]
and inorganic solids containing quadrupolar nuclei [20]. Inside a
single SWf-TPPM block with N pulse pairs, the pulse duration (flip
angle) of the nth pulse, sn

p (with n = 0,1, . . . ,N � 1), is modified by a
multiplication factor sn

p ¼ f n sp, with the duration sp being usually
close to the value used for TPPM. The precise manner of pulse
width incrementation defines a sweep profile. Mostly, SWf-TPPM
sequences with a tangential sweep profile (SWtan

f � TPPM, [17–
20]) or linear sweep profile (SWlin

f � TPPM, [19,21]) have been em-
ployed. Also, sequences which simultaneously change both phase
and pulse durations, SWfp-TPPM, have newly been introduced
[22,23], offering another small improvement in the decoupling
efficiency.

Recently, Leskes et al. [19] attempted to quantify the benefits of
introducing a frequency sweep into a decoupling sequence by
using bimodal Floquet formalism [27–30]. In the resulting Hamil-
tonians, a residual field component along the y-direction was iden-
tified, which leads to dipolar broadening. Sequences which succeed
in eliminating the Iy coefficients of the effective Hamiltonian meet
the decoupling condition and result in efficient decoupling. For the
TPPM and SPINAL sequences, the regime where the decoupling
condition is met was shown to be fairly narrow. The frequency
sweep performed by the SWf-TPPM sequence, however, widened
the region where the decoupling condition holds [19].

In the present work, we attempt to answer the question
whether the decoupling performance of the SPINAL sequence
may also be improved by incorporating a frequency sweep into
it. To this end, we have systematically explored different sweep
variants for the so-called SWf-SPINAL sequence by both simula-
tions and experiments. It is found that introducing a sweep gener-
ally improves the decoupling performance, irrespective of the
sweep type, as evidenced by the experiments in a rigid organic so-
lid system (L-tyrosine) and in a liquid crystalline system (4-n-pen-
tyl-40-cyanobiphenyl, known as 5CB). The same improvement is
found by supporting numerical simulations using the SPINEVOLUTION

[31] program. The best performing sequence is a swept-frequency
variant of SPINAL-32, which is therefore studied in more detail.
2. Experimental

The 13C Cross Polarization Magic Angle Spinning (CPMAS) spec-
tra of natural abundance tyrosine hydrochloride (Sigma–Aldrich)
were acquired on a BRUKER AVANCE-II 400 spectrometer, at a Larmor
frequency of m0(13C) = 100.58 MHz, using a 4 mm MAS triple-chan-
nel probe at different spinning frequencies (8, 10, 12 and 14 kHz),
with a contact time of 2 ms. Using a recycle delay of 4 s, 128 tran-
sients were accumulated for each spectrum. The 13C CP experi-
ments on the liquid crystalline system 5CB (Sigma–Aldrich) were
done on the same spectrometer with a 7-mm double resonance
static probe with a cross-polarization time of 5 ms. A recycle delay
of 10 s was used at a temperature of 28 �C, to maintain a low duty
cycle, to avoid deleterious effects on 13C spectra caused by radio-
frequency (RF) heating [32]. The tested decoupling sequences were
implemented using the standard Bruker CPD format. The decou-
pling profile parameters were optimized for the different se-
quences, in the same way as described in previous publications
[21,22]. The sweep profiles with 16 different sweep widths (and
hence different slopes) were tested for both the linearly and tan-
gentially varied SWf-SPINAL sequences to find the best perfor-
mance. In addition, for the tangent profiles, the tangent cut-off
angle was optimized for each set of measurements, since this angle
determines the curvature of the sweep profile. The tangent cut-off
angle appeared to be close to 60� in most of the cases, similar to
SWf-TPPM [21]. In all the cases, the linear version performed as
good as or sometimes even better than the tangent ones. In all
the above-mentioned cases a short sweep window was favorable
for the SWf-SPINAL sequences.

In order to systematically verify and compare a large number of
SWf-SPINAL decoupling sequences, numerical simulations were
done using the SPINEVOLUTION program [31]. The model spin system
was a 13C nucleus, dipolar-coupled with four protons arranged in
a glycinyl structural backbone, and calculated with proton–proton
interactions enabled. The results are displayed as the absolute
intensities of the 13C resonance, as a function of both the RF ampli-
tude (m1) and phase angle (/). Five microseconds pulse duration
was chosen for all the simulations. The sequences with TPPM basic
blocks were simulated at a MAS frequency of 9.0909 kHz, while the
ones with SPINAL basic blocks were simulated at 8.3333 kHz MAS
frequency, in order to speed up computation by avoiding interfer-
ence effects with the decoupling sequence cycle. The RF amplitude
m1 was varied from 80 to 120 kHz in step of 1 kHz while the phase
angle / was scanned from 5� to 35� in 1� step width. The values for
the phase settings were identical for TPPM and SWf-TPPM, with
additional phase increments a = 5� and b = 10� included for SPINAL
and SWf-SPINAL. A line broadening factor of 5 Hz was used for all
calculations.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Design of the SWf-SPINAL pulse sequence

The first heteronuclear dipolar decoupling sequence with fre-
quency sweep introduced was SWf-TPPM [17–21], which shares
its basic building block of a pulse pair with alternating phases with
TPPM [5]. In most of the demonstrated cases of SWf-TPPM decou-
pling [17–21], a sequence with 11 pulse pairs was found to have
best decoupling performance. The condition for good decoupling
may be achieved by adiabatic sweeps in RF field strength (m1) or
the phase difference (2/) of TPPM blocks [22]. While the SPINAL
sequence exploits the modulation of phase difference of TPPM
blocks, the SWf-TPPM method takes advantage of sweeping the
modulation frequency of the TPPM basic units, making both
SPINAL and SWf-TPPM less sensitive to NMR parameter changes
[19]. This suggests that a combination of the phase difference mod-
ulation (as in SPINAL), with a sweep in the pulse durations (as in
SWf-TPPM), may be helpful to find a better decoupling sequence.
To test whether a frequency sweep improves the decoupling effi-
ciency of SPINAL, we checked several sweep variants, Q

!
, Q �Q
�!

etc.,
where Q is the basic SPINAL unit containing 8 pulses (i.e., 4 pulse
pairs), and XX . . .

����! indicates the extension of the frequency sweep.
This is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The RF sweep was imple-
mented by multiplying the SPINAL flip angles with several incre-
mented factors which determine a tangential or a linear sweep
profile, from a smaller number less than unity to a bigger number
greater than unity in a symmetrical fashion. The resulting se-
quence in the case of SPINAL-64 may thus have four different
forms. The sequence with a RF sweep over all 64 pulses (32 pulse
pairs) is represented as Q �Q �QQ �QQQ �Q

����������!
and is termed SWf(64)-



Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of basic building block of (a) SPINAL decou-
pling sequence containing four pulse pairs with the form s(+/)s(�/)s(/+a)s(� /�a)s(/

+b)s(�/� b)s(/+a)s(�/�a) and (b) the SWf-SPINAL with an RF sweep of pulse durations
si.
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SPINAL-64. In the same convention, SWf(32)-SPINAL-64 has the
form Q �Q �QQ

����!
�QQQ �Q
����!

, and the other two sweep variants are

Q �Q
�!

�QQ
�!

�QQ
�!

Q �Q
�!

(SWf(16)-SPINAL-64) and Q
!

�Q
!

�Q
!

Q
!

�Q
!

Q
!

Q
!

�Q
!

(SWf(08)-SPINAL-64). Similarly, different block-sweep variants of
SWf-SPINAL-32 (16 pulse pairs) and SWf-SPINAL-16 (8 pulse pairs)
have been designed. For thus designed SWf-SPINAL sequences, the
sweep profiles were then optimised (see Experimental) and their
experimental decoupling performance tested using the CH2 reso-
nance of L-tyrosine as a benchmark.

In Fig. 2a, the experimental decoupling efficiency of SWf-SPINAL
sequences with a total sequence length of 64, 32, 16 and 8 pulses
and a single sweep comprising all pulses are compared for off-res-
onance robustness. It can be seen that the performance of all these
sequences is very similar, except for the SWf(32)-SPINAL-32 se-
quence, which shows improved characteristics. Fig. 3 shows the re-
sults from numerical simulations using the SPINEVOLUTION [31]
program for the same sequences. The advantage of such simula-
tions is that a larger parameter space of RF power and phase angle
may be investigated, resulting in a somewhat more differentiated
picture than that emerging from the experiments. The 2D plots
in Fig. 3 show the calculated line intensities of a fictitious glycinyl
structure (see Experimental), with efficient decoupling being pres-
ent in the areas of high intensity. The trend that may be observed
from Fig. 3 is similar to the experiments, with the SWf(32)-SPINAL-
32 sequence giving the best decoupling by far. In addition, we ex-
Fig. 2. 1H off-resonance effects for the 13C resonance from the methylene group of L-tyros
with (a) different SPINAL basic units and (b) with different SPINAL-64 sweep units obta
plored the effects of shortening the extent of the frequency sweeps
within the SWf-SPINAL-64 sequence. As can be seen from Fig. 2b,
the decoupling performance deteriorates when going from
SWf(64)- to SWf(32)-, SWf(16)- and SWf(08)-SPINAL-64. A similar
deterioration effect was observed when shortening the sweeps
within the SWf-SPINAL-32 and SWf-SPINAL-16 sequences.

Two significant conclusions may be derived from the data
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. First, nearly all SWf-SPINAL sequences per-
form better than the original, non-swept SPINAL-64. This clearly
demonstrates that also the SPINAL sequence with its more com-
plex phase pattern benefits from the introduction of a frequency
sweep. The numerical simulation plots in Fig. 3 also show that
for the swept sequences, the areas where the decoupling condi-
tions are met are being widened. For the SWf-SPINAL sequences,
there is therefore a higher probability to find a combination of RF
power and phase angle giving efficient decoupling than for the ori-
ginal SPINAL sequence. Second, we find the linearly-swept se-
quence with 16 pulse pairs, Q �Q �QQ

����!
(SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32), to be

the best performing overall, by both experiment and numerical
simulations. It may be noted that the 16 pulse pairs employed in
the SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32 sequence are close to the number of pulse
pairs found best for SWf-TPPM, creating a similar sequence cycle
time sc. Good decoupling performance was experimentally
achieved also with the �QQQ �Q

����!
inverse sequence, even though

numerical simulation results suggested that the sequence Q �Q �QQ
����!

should be superior. In the following sections we will now evaluate
the SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32 sequence as the best performing of the
SWf-SPINAL group in more detail.
3.2. Swept-frequency SPINAL for decoupling in rigid solids

L-tyrosine hydrochloride is a suitable standard system as a rigid
solid for comparative studies of the SWf-SPINAL sequence, as it has
been used in the demonstration of both SPINAL-64 and SWf-TPPM
in the original works [6,17]. The 13C CPMAS signals from the ali-
phatic carbons of L-tyrosine (Fig. 4a), proton-decoupled with
SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32 method are shown in Fig. 4b, with the com-
parison of decoupling efficiencies being evaluated by analysis of
the CH2 resonance intensities.

Five different decoupling methods are compared in Fig. 4c and
d, namely SPINAL-64, SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32, SWtan
f (32)-SPINAL-32,

SWlin
f -TPPM and SWtan

f -TPPM, tested at four different spinning
speeds. The respective parameters which determine the decou-
pling profiles for all different MAS frequencies used are listed in
Table 1. The absolute intensities of the CH2 resonance is plotted
as a function of the decoupler frequency offset up to ±6 kHz in
Fig. 4c. The expected parabolic curves [1] are reproduced for the
ine hydrochloride molecule obtained with several SWlin
f -SPINAL decoupling methods

ined from its 13C CPMAS spectrum at 10 kHz MAS frequency.



Fig. 3. The results of SPINEVOLUTION simulations [31] of (a) SPINAL-64, (b) SWlin
f (64)-SPINAL-64, (c) SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32, (d) SWlin
f (16)-SPINAL-16 and (e) SWlin

f (08)-SPINAL-08,
being plotted as the absolute intensity of the 13C resonance as a function of RF strength m1 and the phase angle /. A four-proton system dipolar-coupled with 13C was assumed
for the simulations, and a MAS frequency of 8.3333 kHz was used.

Fig. 4. (a) The L-tyrosine hydrochloride molecule and (b) its 13C CPMAS spectrum of the aliphatic region. The 1H off-resonance effects were studied for all the 13C resonances
for a range of MAS spinning frequencies and that of (c) the methylene carbon at 8 kHz MAS is shown along with (d) the MAS frequency dependence of the 13C signal intensity.
A figure-of-merit parameter g is introduced here [21] with g = I0kHz + I2kHz + I4kHz + I6kHz, where IxkHz is the absolute intensity of the CH2 signal at xkHz 1H offset. The
parameters of best-performing decoupling sequences are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1
Parameters of spin decoupling sequences, optimized from 13C CPMAS experiments on L-tyrosine hydrochloride. Listed are the pulse durations (sp), phase angle (/), number of
pulse pairs (N), the sweep window (W) and the tangent cut-off angle (h). A decoupling RF field strength of 81 kHz was used in each experiment.

MAS (kHz) Parameter SWlin
f -TPPM SWtan

f -TPPM SWlin
f -SPINAL SWtan

f -SPINAL

8 sp/ls 6.00 6.00 5.75 5.75
/ ±7.5� ±7.5� ±6.25� ±6.25�
N 11 11 16 16
W 0.60–1.40 0.54–1.46 0.93–1.07 0.93–1.07
h — 50� — 50�

10 sp/ls 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.50
/ ±7.5� ±7.5� ±6.25� ±6.25�
N 11 11 16 16
W 0.69–1.31 0.60–1.40 0.90–1.10 0.90–1.10
h — 60� — 60�

12 sp/ls 5.50 5.50 5.75 5.75
/ ±7.5� ±7.5� ±6.25� ±6.25�
N 11 11 16 16
W 0.66–1.34 0.57–1.43 0.69–1.31 0.60—1.40
h — 60� — 55�

14 sp/ls 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.50
/ ±7.5� ±7.5� ±6.25� ±6.25�
N 11 11 16 16
W 0.63–1.37 0.60–1.40 0.93–1.07 0.90–1.10
h — 55� — 65�
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plots of these proton-offset dependent experiments. At ‘on-reso-
nance’ conditions, the performance of SWf-TPPM decoupling was
found best, although sometimes by a very narrow margin only.
The SWf-SPINAL methods perform equally well at 8 kHz, the lowest
spinning speed employed, even at zero-offset and at far-offsets, as
shown in Fig. 4c. Over the entire offset range, SWf-SPINAL was al-
ways found to be more efficient than both the original SPINAL-64
or TPPM. Both the linear and the tangent versions of SWf-SPINAL
were equally good in decoupling efficiency. However, the ‘on-res-
onance’ performance of SWf-SPINAL drops with the increase of
MAS frequency compared to SWf-TPPM (although not beyond that
of SPINAL-64), as can be seen from Fig. 4d. A robust decoupling
condition is usually achieved, if the cycle time sc of the RF sweep
is shorter than the rotor period sr [22]. This is what makes the
SWf-TPPM sequences with 11 pulse pairs comparably inefficient
at high MAS frequencies [22]. In the case of SWf-SPINAL, the decou-
pling performance falls more drastically, as the 16 pulse pairs con-
stitute a larger sc than that of SWf-TPPM. Therefore, the current
versions of the SWf-SPINAL sequence are not expected to perform
well at fast and ultrafast MAS speeds. Whereas the ratio of se-
quence cycle time to rotor period does play a role for the obtain-
able decoupling efficiency, rotor-synchronisation does not appear
to be of any importance for the frequency-swept sequences, in con-
trast to methods like XiX [9] or RS-HEPT [11].

The numerical evaluation of decoupling efficiency for the differ-
ent sequences is shown in the plots of Fig. 5a–c. In the case of
SWlin

f -TPPM, a vertical band of high intensity which corresponds
to the first occurence of the decoupling condition is clearly seen,
plus periodic repeats (Fig. 5c). This band structure is similar to
what has been reported before (with axes interchanged) from
numerical simulations of SWtan

f -TPPM decoupling with a tangent-
shaped profile [19]. The periodic positions of these bands are influ-
enced by the cycle time and the MAS frequency. In between the
repeating periodic bands, there are areas of low intensity, at partic-
ular combinations of RF field strength and phase angle, which sig-
nify inefficient decoupling. In the case of SWf-SPINAL, repeating
bands are hardly visible, but a spread of moderately good decou-
pling condition is seen, especially in the low power region, without
the appearance of the periodic troughs. As shown in Fig. 5a, the
SPINAL-64 sequence is found to have a very small area of good
decoupling condition in comparison with SWf-SPINAL, which will
be difficult to find by optimization. A set of simulations was also
run with the MAS frequency doubled. It was found that the relative
performances of the respective sequences remained unchanged,
but with overall lower intensities. This corresponds to the drop
in decoupling efficiency experimentally observed (Fig. 4b), as the
ratio between rotor cycle sr and sequence cycle time sc becomes
more unfavorable.

In summary, the advantageous effect of the frequency sweep on
both decoupling efficiency and robustness of the SPINAL sequence
is also clearly observed in our numerical simulations of rigid
systems.

3.3. Heteronuclear dipolar decoupling in liquid crystalline systems

Highly efficient dipolar decoupling is also an important
requirement in 13C NMR studies of oriented media, in particular
membrane [25,26] and liquid crystalline (LC) systems [24]. The
demands for decoupling differ from those needed for rigid crys-
talline solids, as in the LC phase the dipolar interactions are
scaled down by anisotropic thermal motions of the molecules.
When 4-n-pentyl-40-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) was initially used to
demonstrate the SPINAL-64 technique [6], one of the main draw-
backs shown was the severe sensitivity to the decoupler offset,
especially for the aliphatic signals of the molecule [6]. In
Fig. 6b, the NMR resonances from the 13C spectrum of the ali-
phatic region of 5CB, are shown, acquired with 1H decoupling
using the SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32 sequence. It can be seen clearly
that all the five signals possess almost comparable intensities.
This proves the high robustness of the frequency-swept SPINAL
method towards 1H offsets. In order to check the performance
of different decoupling sequences in detail, deliberate 1H offset
changes were made again in the range of ±6 kHz. Different spin
systems in the aliphatic region responded to it in different ways.
As shown in Fig. 6c, the expected parabolic curve [1] for the off-
set dependence was only obtained for the most rigid a-carbon,
attached to the biphenyl moiety. From the rigid part to the more
mobile part, i.e., from a-carbon to the d-carbon, there is a de-
crease in sensitivity towards 1H offset changes, attributable to
the increasing mobility of the C-atoms in the chain. Thus the



Fig. 5. The results of SPINEVOLUTION simulations [31] of (a) SPINAL-64, (b) SWlin
f -SPINAL and (c) SWlin

f -TPPM, being plotted as the absolute intensity of the 13C resonance as a
function of RF strength m1 and the phase angle /. A four-proton system dipolar-coupled with 13C was assumed for the simulations, where a MAS frequency of 8.3333 kHz was
used for SPINAL-64 and SWlin

f -SPINAL and 9.0909 kHz for SWlin
f -TPPM.

Fig. 6. (a) The 4-n-pentyl-40-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) molecule and (b) its 13C static CP spectrum of the aliphatic region. The 1H off-resonance effects were studied for all the 13C
resonances and those of (c) a-carbon and (d) c-carbon are shown. The parameters of best-performing decoupling sequences are listed in Table 2.

Table 2
Parameters of spin decoupling sequences, optimized from 13C static CP experiments
on 4-n-pentyl-40-cyanobiphenyl (5CB). Listed are the pulse durations (sp), phase angle
(/), number of pulse pairs (N), and the sweep window (W). A decoupling RF field
strength of 42 kHz was used in each experiment.

Parameter SWlin
f -TPPM SWinv

f -TPPM SWlin
f -SPINAL

sp/ls 11.5 11.5 11.0
/ ±7.5 ±7.5 ±12.5
N 11 11 16
W 0.81–1.19 0.67–2.00 0.90–1.10
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flattening of the offset dependence curve has its maximum with
the d-carbon, which therefore is less informative with respect to
the decoupling performance, than the behavior of the signals
belonging to the c-carbon as shown in Fig. 6d. In comparison,
the phenyl carbon intensities and the methyl group are not
much affected with different parameter offsets and we therefore
restrict the discussion to the aliphatic methylene groups.

The parameters governing different decoupling sequences had
again to be optimized, before starting comparing the relative per-
formance of them. The original TPPM sequence [5], even with the
best optimized pulse duration sp (10.5 ls) and phase angle /
(7.5�) was the least efficient in decoupling and has been kept
out from the comparison plots. The parameters for all decoupling
methods shown in Fig. 6c and d are listed in Table 2. A low
power decoupling of RF field strength of 42 kHz was used in each
experiment, since RF heating of oriented samples needs to be
avoided [32,33]. The sample temperature was thus held constant
at 28 �C, in the nematic phase, while the crystalline phase was
well below 24.0 �C and the isotropic phase existed only above
35.3 �C.
SWf-SPINAL proved to be superior to the original SPINAL-64 se-
quence with different 5CB aliphatic signals at ‘on-resonance’ and
‘off-resonance’ conditions, as can be seen from Fig. 6c and d. The
linear as well as the tangential versions were not exactly equally
efficient, the results for the linear profile being shown in the fig-
ures as it was performing slightly better. The decoupling efficiency
of SWf-TPPM, especially with tangent sweep profile was found to
be worse than the other methods. The performance of linearly
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swept SWf-TPPM is shown in Fig. 6c and d and its comparatively
low decoupling efficiency is obvious here. However, the sweep pro-
file of SWf-TPPM may be adapted to give better decoupling for
liquid crystalline systems. It has been demonstrated by Madhu
and co-workers that the so-called inverse sweeping profile
(SWinv

f -TPPM) [18] leads to efficient decoupling for the MBBA
liquid crystal. Similarly here for 5CB, the SWinv

f -TPPM sequence
gives very good decoupling performance, of the same quality deliv-
ered by SWf-SPINAL. Both these new sequences clearly deliver
more efficient proton decoupling of liquid crystalline systems than
the original SPINAL-64 sequence, especially at far offsets.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have modified the original SPINAL sequence [6]
by incorporating a frequency sweep into it, to test whether the het-
eronuclear decoupling performance may be further improved. This
strategy is similar to that followed for frequency-swept TPPM
decoupling, termed SWf-TPPM, which was found to give excellent
decoupling performance [17–23]. In analogy, the frequency-swept
SPINAL variant is designated SWf-SPINAL. For the SWf-SPINAL se-
quence, we systematically explored a large number of possible
sweep variants by both numerical simulations using SPINEVOLUTION

[31] and NMR experiments. The NMR experiments were carried
out for a rigid organic system (L-tyrosine) at a range of moderate
MAS frequencies (from 8 to 14 kHz), and for a liquid crystalline
system (4-n-pentyl-40-cyanobiphenyl, known as 5CB). It was found
that introducing a frequency sweep generally increases the decou-
pling efficiency, irrespective of the exact type of sweep. Also, both
the ‘on-resonance’ decoupling performance and the robustness
towards parameter offsets were found to be much improved for
SWf-SPINAL. Thus, the concept of extending the decoupling condi-
tion range by introducing frequency sweeps [19] is validated here
also for the SPINAL sequence with its more complex phase pattern.

Of the numerous frequency sweep variants of SWf-SPINAL that
we tested, the sequence consisting of fully swept 16 pulse pairs (des-
ignated SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32) performed best. In numerical simula-
tions of a rigid spin system (Fig. 5), it is observed that the
introduction of the frequency sweep vastly widens the area in the
phase/RF-power parameter space where good decoupling is
achieved in comparison to the original, non-swept SPINAL sequence.
The area of good decoupling is in fact comparable to that seen for
SWf-TPPM. This excellent performance of SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32
was also confirmed experimentally, by evaluating the CH2 reso-
nance of L-tyrosine. For the moderate MAS frequency of 8 kHz, the
new sequence matches the decoupling achieved with SWf-TPPM,
and outperforms all other tested sequences. For higher spinning
speeds up to 14 kHz, SWf-SPINAL appears to be somewhat hampered
by its comparatively long cycle time, with the decoupling efficiency
dropping off slightly in comparison to the best performing
SWf-TPPM sequence. For liquid crystalline systems, SWf-SPINAL
shows outstanding decoupling efficiency, with robustness towards
parameter offsets being improved over the original SPINAL. If
high-resolution 13C-NMR measurements of liquid crystalline sys-
tems are required, the SWlin

f (32)-SPINAL-32 sequence described
here, or alternatively the SWinv

f -TPPM method [18], currently appear
to be the best choices for achieving efficient proton decoupling.
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